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Electronic Supplementary Information
Kinetic plots for the complexes rac-6 and meso-6

Fig. S1. Arrhenius plot [ln(k) versus $1000 \times 1/T$] for complex rac-6.

Fig. S2. Plot of ln[A] versus T using meso-6 at 50 °C.
**Fig. S3.** Eyring plot \([\ln(k/T) \text{ versus } 1000 \times 1/T]\) for complex *meso-6*.

\[y = -4.70x + 0.06\]
\[R^2 = 0.97\]

**Fig. S4.** Arrhenius plot \([\ln(k) \text{ versus } 1000 \times 1/T]\) for complex *meso-6*.

\[y = -5.02x + 6.82\]
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